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Abstract 
 

Topical anesthesia is used to minimize the pain produced by the needle. Therefore, it is essential to use topical anesthesia during dental 

treatments to provide the best pain control. Ice was introduced as a safe method of local anesthesia. This study aimed to assess the patient's 

perception of pain and the efficacy of Benzocaine 20% gel and ice as a topical anesthetic agent applied to the oral mucosa before injecting 

local anesthesia. Healthy patients without any expression of dental fear were invited to participate in this study. Randomization was applied 

by using sealed envelopes according to inclusion criteria. Before the process begins, an envelope was opened to reveal which side and type 

of topical application (lignocaine or ice) were used at the first and second appointments. A (VAS) of 100 mm was used for patients to rate 

their intensity of pain to needle prick with the application of topical lignocaine or ice. Following the application of ice and Benzocaine 20% 

gel, the VAS ratings among 30 subjects. VAS pain ratings were higher for topical gel (1 min Ice10.0 ± 11.5 gel 20.1 ± 16.7) and (2.5 min: 

ice 6.0 ± 7.5 gel 12.1 ± 16.3) there were significant differences between ratings at 1 min (p=0.003) and 2.5 min (p = 0.032). There were no 

correlations between age and VAS pain. The suggested approach of employing ice on the oral mucosa before the dental injection is a cost-

effective alternative to Benzocaine 20% oral gel.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Despite the ongoing development of new dental injection 

procedures, many patients continue to endure pain and 

discomfort, which has been linked to dental anxiety [1-3]. To 

eliminate or lessen needle pain, a topical anesthetic should be 

applied. Topical anesthetic gels are commonly used in 

dentistry [4], although their effects are unknown. Topical 

anesthetic does not guarantee painless injections, and its 

success is based on time (injection speed) and needle gauge 

[5]. Some authors claim that lidocaine 5 percent gel only 

improves needle insertion pain, not injection discomfort 

unless topical anesthetic has been applied for 10 minutes [6]. 

Some studies even question whether topical anesthetic 

reduces discomfort during needle insertion or injection [7]. 

Various gels are now used for topical anesthetic before dental 

injections (e.g. lidocaine, prilocaine, or benzocaine) [8, 9]. 

Because of a lack of bio adhesion, these gels tend to spread 

in the mouth, resulting in a decreased anesthetic effect [10] 

an unpleasant taste, and/or patient discomfort [11]. Several 

ingredients in topical anesthetic gels have been linked to 

adverse responses [12].  

These parameters are critical for creating and testing new 

topical anesthetics. A safe type of local anesthesia, ice has 

been used for many years to reduce injection pain in the skin 

[13]. It's rare to find published research on ice as a topical 

anesthetic in dentistry [14]. Application of Ice on the palatal 

surface before and after local infiltration anesthesia relieved 

discomfort in a trial but did not compare to other topical 

anesthesia [15]. However, this trial did not test ice as a sole 

topical anesthetic agent [16]. The use of ice as a topical 

anesthesia is not common practice in dentistry [14].  

The anesthetic effect of cooling has been described in many 

ways [17]. Topical cold application activated the myelinated 

A fibers, by inhibition of pain pathways [18], presumably as 

part of the spinal cord gate control system [17]. Cold-induced 
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neuropraxia is caused by a reduction in the activation 

threshold of tissue nociceptors as well as the conduction 

velocity of pain signals [19, 20]. This study aims to compare 

the effect of two topical anesthetic agents applied on the oral 

mucosa, to evaluate the efficacy of topical anesthesia at 1, 2.5, 

and 5 minutes with Benzocaine 20% gel and ice on the oral 

mucosa before administering local anesthesia injection and to 

observe the perception of pain by patients after local 

anesthesia injection using a visual analog scale. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

This study is a A Randomized Clinical Study performed from 

November 2021- May 2022 in Ar Rass College of Dentistry 

Dental Clinics. The study consists of 30 Saudi adults.  

Sampling Technique (With Inclusion and Exclusion 
Criteria) 
Healthy patients 14 years and above without expression of 

any dental fear were included in this study. Medical disorders 

that could jeopardize patient safety, such as a known allergy 

to local anesthetics agents or any of the other ingredients, will 

exclude patients. 

Patient compliance according to the study protocol in terms 

of two topical anesthesia comparisons, not followed will lead 

to exclusion of the patient from the study. 

To compare the anesthetic effects and subjective experiences 

of two topical anesthetic agents, the participant was excluded 

from the trial if the study protocol was not followed. 

Participants unable to give signed consent were excluded. If 

a patient refuses to participate further, he or she was removed 

from the study without being asked any questions. 

Data Collection Methods 
First Appointment 
At the initial visit, randomization was conducted in blocks of 

four utilizing a set of envelopes consecutively numbered by a 

statistician based on their enrolment in this study. Before the 

process begins, an envelope was opened to determine which 

side and kind of topical anesthetic (Benzocaine 20% gel or 

ice) were used at the initial and subsequent appointments. 

Technique for Application of Topical Anesthesia 
The oral mucosa was dried before the application of 0.2 mL 

Benzocaine 20% gel by using a cotton roll. Ice was prepared 

by filling a 2.5 ml plastic syringe halfway with mineral water 

and freezing it in the freezer. To prevent frostbite, the ice 

temperature was maintained between 4 and 0 degrees Celsius. 

Before application, the tip of the plastic syringe was slit using 

a knife which results in allowing the ice to be pushed against 

the mucosa as it melts. After each procedure, the patient was 

asked to complete the questionnaire. 

Buccal Side Assessment 

The effect of topical anesthesia on the buccal mucosa was 

evaluated by using a 30-gauge 12-inch short needle 

penetrating 1 mm in the mucosa without bone contact, the 

patient response was recorded at 1 and 2.5 minutes, counting 

from the time topical anesthesia was first applied to the 

mucosa. The patient will grade his or her pain on a 100 mm 

visual analog scale (VAS) following each stick and injection 

(Figure 1). 

Second Appointment 
A two-week time was allowed to ensure that no pain persisted 

at the second visit and that all symptoms have entirely 

subsided. On the second visit, the premolar on the 

contralateral side was treated with topical anesthesia 

(Benzocaine 20% gel or cold). The same protocol was 

followed as the first one. 

Pilot Study 
A pilot study was performed on 5 patients. 

Data Management and Analysis Plan 
Based on prior findings, a statistical power calculation 

determined that 50 participants would be required to achieve 

80% power of the study at the 0.05 level of significance. The 

paired t-test was used to evaluate repeated measures, the chi-

square test was used to compare association, and the Pearson 

correlation test was used to analyze the correlation of 

concerned variables. Data were expressed as mean and 

standard deviation. 

 
Figure 1. Visual analog scale (VAS). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Amongst 30 participants in the age range of 18 to 55 years, 

the VAS ratings following the application of ice and 

Benzocaine 20% gel are presented in Table 1. When 

comparing VAS pain ratings following needle insertion at 

different times after the application of the topical gel and ice. 

VAS pain ratings were higher for topical gel (1 min Ice10.0 

± 11.5 gel 20.1 ± 16.7) and (2.5 min: ice 6.0 ± 7.5 gel 12.1 ± 

16.3) there were significant differences between ratings at 1 

min (p=0.003) and 2.5 min (p = 0.032). There were no 

correlations between age and VAS pain (Figure 1). 
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Table 1. Comparing VAS pain ratings following 
needle insertion at different times after application of 
the topical gel and ice 

Variables measured 
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VAS pain needle insertion 

(1 min) 
10.0 ± 11.5 20.1 ± 16.7 .003 

VAS pain needle insertion 

(2.5 min) 
6.0 ± 7.5 12.1 ± 16.3 .032 

Of the 24 patients who wrote comments in their final 

questionnaire, twelve preferred that ice was better than 

topical gel whereas ten participants complain of sensitivity 

and discomfort caused by ice.  Similarly, two reported that 

they dislike the usage of ice. No unintended side effects were 

found. 

 
Figure 2. Comparing VAS pain ratings following needle 

insertion at different times after application of the topical 

gel and ice (1 min Ice 10.0 ± 11.5 gel 20.1 ± 16.7) and (2.5 

min: ice 6.0 ± 7.5 gel 12.1 ± 16.3). 

By definition, pain is "an unpleasant sensory and emotional 

experience connected with existing or potential tissue 

damage, or described in terms of such damage," according to 

the International Association for the Study of Pain [21]. 

Before dental injections, topical anesthesia is used as 

efficiently and non-invasively as possible to remove or lessen 

pain. Although earlier authors questioned the impact of 

topical anesthesia before oral cavity injection [22], Numerous 

research has indicated a positive impact [23-26]. Only one 

earlier study [27] had looked into the effects of local mucosal 

cooling before infiltration of local anesthesia in dentistry, 

according to Aminabadi and Farahani [28]. Even though 

results from later studies have indicated that pre-cooling is 

effective, pre-cooling can be applied in a variety of ways and 

conjunction with a variety of other strategies. Even though 

the use of cryo-anesthesia to lessen injection pain had been 

considered to be promising, very scant literature reviews 

concerning the clinical efficacy of these agents were found, 

according to a 2015 article [29]. 

Our results state that there is an obvious improvement of the 

VAS number after 2.5min than 1min on both the ice and the 

Benzocaine 20% which is supported by a previous study [16]. 

Also, our finding suggested that a significantly higher 

proportion of the participants reported a bad or very bad taste 

following treatment with Benzocaine 20% gel on the buccal 

site, in comparison to when ice was used on the same site. 

Previous studies have also emphasized the bad taste 

experience associated with anesthetic gels [8, 9, 13].  

The present study suggests that simple methods like pre-

cooling the injection site with ice can be used as an effective 

non-pharmacological technique to reduce injection pain. The 

results of the present study are supported by other studies 

conducted previously by [5, 10-12] who also found similar 

results from their studies. Further research on a large sample 

size is required to confirm our findings. 

CONCLUSION  

The suggested approach of employing ice on the oral mucosa 

before the dental injection is a cost-effective alternative to 

Benzocaine 20% oral gel. 
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